Software Asset Management for engineering applications

The OpenLM integration into ServiceNow® Software Asset Management provides the essential license tracking capabilities and reports you need to manage all engineering software licenses through the Engineering License Manager feature.

OpenLM for engineering licenses helps complete and optimize your engineering software inventory with a clear view of what licenses you own, how they are being used, and where you can reduce costs in a single system of record and action.

How OpenLM works for you

- Monitor concurrent license consumption for more accurate forecasting
- Track and reduce software spend by optimizing license usage
- Avoid employee productivity losses by monitoring license denials
- Provide support for audits and contract renewals

Key Features

- Increased visibility into usage and spend for engineering software with support for all license models
- Data-rich reporting on licensed engineering software covering activity, usage, alerts, and accurate denials
- Automated workflows that harvest licenses, allocate licenses, and notify users of license availability

Manage your license manager servers in one place

OpenLM connects to license management servers, monitoring thousands of engineering software licenses

Deep visibility into:
- License Usage
- User Activity
- Denials
- Alerts

A single system of action with full life cycle visibility for all engineering software licenses
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